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WATER WASH TRASH NET



PROBLEM
Sometimes the wash will flood after rain and it usually can get trash in the 
water that goes down the drain. Which is bad for the environment, so I 
decided to make a net that would let the water go through, but keep the 
trash from going through.



RESEARCH
The problem I'm trying to solve, is water pollution in the wash. 

Trash and litter can clog the drain system and could cause flooding, which could 
severely damage homes and businesses. Another negative side effect to trash flowing 
down the drain is it could make it to any streams or rivers and that could affect an 
animal's habitat and even drinking water.

Something that already exists, is an already made net that can be used for anything, 
but it isn't specifically made to fix water pollution in the wash. That's why I’m 
inventing the Water Wash Trash Net that is specifically made to fit the drain system.



CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS
CRITERIA                           CONSTRAINTS                         
1.collects trash from wash                                       1.Money

2.easy to make                                                         2.time (two months) 

3. not to expensive    3. Materials

4. It’s it durable enough to hold back the trash                                                
5. Allows water to flow through the drain  



WHAT DOES THIS PROTOTYPE DO?
I made a prototype that that shows how my 
invention will work. So, how exactly does it 
work? I poured the water that has the trash in 
and it goes through the the grate then the trash 
slides down to the net, letting only the water 
pass through the net.

      ME TESTING MY INVENTION



MATERIALS
-Plastic bucket 
-Plastic grid 
-Plastic pipe
-Styrofoam 
-Hairtye
-Net
-Hot glue 
-Paper



DESIGN                              my original prototype idea

I drew my prototype idea

built and tested my prototype 

I tried different sizes of trash 
small,medium and big

                                                                

Plastic tube 

box

bowl

lego’s

net



Here are 
some 
pictures of 
my project

BIRDS EYE VIEW

THE TRASH

SIDE VIEW



Data Table for Test#1paperfor trash total points = 6
Criteria 0 1 2

Collects trash 0 pieces  5-10 pieces 
of different 
trash 

All of the 
pieces of 
different trash 

Allows water 
to flow 
through

No water 
flows through 

A little water 
flows through 

All of the 
water flows 
through 

Durability Falls apart 
instantly 

At first it’s 
fine but still   
breaks 

Doesn't break 
at all 



Data Table for Test#2styrophome for trash total points = 5
Criteria 0 1 2

Collects trash 0 pieces  5-10 pieces 
of different 
trash 

All of the 
pieces of 
different trash 

Allows water 
to flow 
through

No water 
flows through 

A little water 
flows through 

All of the 
water flows 
through 

Durability Falls apart 
instantly 

At first it’s 
fine but still   
breaks 

Doesn't break 
at all 



LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Limitations

-Someone would physically have to go in the drain and take the trash

-Some of the big trash could get stuck and not go through the grate 

Implications

-It would be a added cost for people to check and get the trash from the drain

-The trash could blow away if the trash doesn't go through the grate



CONCLUSION
I came to a conclusion that if you use the right material and the right 
supplies you could make a great prototype and you never know how many 
times you have to re-build your prototype. Also there is still a lot to be 
solved like soapy water,rust and dirty water, but at the same time it still 
solves the problem of larger trash. I also came to a conclusion that even 
though my prototype works and lets the water flow through in real life this 
might not happen and the water may not flow through and the net could 
even break. 



RESOURCES
RESEARCH

Clean water campaign.org

PHOTOS

myretrospect.com

dreamstime.com


